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will represent
students in hearing

Fr.Maguire to be feted Lawyer
at appreciation night
by Ann Standaert
Washington residents in 10 private universities and colleges
have engaged a lawyer to represent them in the upcoming constitutional hearing of the Tuition Supplement Grant Program,
according to Howard Bundy,
chairman of a student committee set up to secure the lawyer.
Alfred Schweppe, a Seattle attorney, has agreed to represent
the students as intervenes in
the case, Bundy said.
IN THIS WAY, Bundy explained, students will become party
to the defense "in the sense
that we are the most directly af-

fected."

The program, which would
have provided up to $100 for
Washington residents enrolled in
private universities and colleges,
is being contested as unconstitutional by several Washington

cluded Vince Herberholt, from and remain apolitical."
Tentative plans indicate that
Gonzaga University, and Tom
Heavey, Pacific Lutheran Uni- students who are Washington
residents may be asked to doversity.
Tim Flynn, ASSU treasurer, nate 50 cents to help cover the
cost of the lawyer's fees.
represented S.U.
Bundy declined to state the
will
student
meet
The
leaders
exact
amount of Schweppe's fee
Schweppe
again next week with
being nice to
to discuss what further action but added, "He's
us."
should be taken.
THE FINDING of facts hear"THERE IS A possibility for
22
a student petition,"Bundy said. ing is scheduled for Dec.
constitutionality
hearthe
got
we've
while
"But whatever we do
to maintain a legal approach ing is set for Jan. 22.

Unification of minorities
is goal of 'Colorbration

residents.

Fr.Joe Maguire, S.J.

—photo by bob kegel

As a result, the State Supreme
Court recently issued a stay order, temporarily withholding
funds for the program. Many
students are now being asked
to come up with the $100 which
most schools credited them with
at the beginning of the year.

The ASSU are sponsoring a "Night of Appreciation" for Fr.
to
Joe Maguire, S.J., University chaplain, tomorrow from 9 p.m.
BUNDY, SEATTLE Pacific
invited
and
staff
are
all
Students,
faculty
1 a.m. at the Chieftain.
College student body president,
for
the
what
he
has
done
recognize
Maguire
Fr.
for
to thank and
heads a committee established
University community.
study earlier this week at a meeting
quarter
end
to
leaving
be
at
of
the
Maguire
will
the
Fr
of student leaders from several
Scripture at Fordham University. He plans to return in late spring of the universities.
Banjo-type
music
and
for graduation. The night will feature Blue
Other committee members inbeer.
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In order to get the various
minority groups together, the
Office of Minority Affairs and
the Associate Minority Students
of S.U. have planned the First
Third World Colorbration according to Tony Haywood, public information officer for the
"it's more than rumor" that the Black Student Union.
The clubs within the Minority
S.U. golf and tennis teams may
Office wanted a chance
with
the
Affairs
ride
choir.
to allow the groups to inter"WE HAVE SEEN a lot of in- mingle. "The affair will permit
terest, especially from the other members of one group to beside (in Hawaii)." Three mili- come acquainted with the probtary bases, the University of lems and difficulties that another
Hawaii and alumni would pro- group encounters," Haywood
vide plenty of competition for said.
THE BSU, Kapatiran (the Filthe teams, Meyer said.
Chicano
But the Athletic Department ipino club), Mecha (the
club, and
could not finance the trip, he club), the Hawaiian working
on
added. Both teams will have to the Chinese club are
find their own funds at this the dinner-dance. The menu consists of chicken, a potato dish,
point, he said.

Choir initiates raffle for funds
..ampus supporters are asked to
donate $5 for a patronship, Fujikawa said.
At the same time, the alumni
office is finding passengers for
a chartered DC-8 flight to Hawaii, according to Mick McHugh, alumni director. About 70
Choir members have launched peoplehave signed so far, in ada city-wide drive to sell raffle dition to the 80 choir members,
tickets and choir patronships. to fill the 205-seat DC-8, he said.
CE has
THE ALUMNI OFFI
The efforts are part of a program to finance the $10,000 cost had little trouble finding passenof a jet clipper to Oahu and gers, McHugh said. "Our publicity primarily has been by
Maui, March 17-24.
THE GRAND PRIZE of the word of mouth among students,
raffle will be a one-week Ha- choir members and the Hawaiwaiian vacation for two, with ian Club."
The fare willbe approximately
travel and accommodations provided, according to Dwight Fuji- $150 for those who wish to make
kawa, choir publicity director. reservations, as opposed to $210
for regular st ude n t standby
The raffle tickets sell for $1.
Students, faculty and staff who seats, he said. Those interested
donate $1 or more toward the may contact McHugh at the
projected spring tour will be- alumni office, 626-5875.
The tennis and golf clubs are
come "patrons." Their names
will be printed on the choir pro- among those interested. Bill
gram under that heading. Off- Meyer, golf coach, agreed that
by John Ruhl
Money for a chartered plane
and passengers to fill it are all
that are needed to make possible
th c S.U. A'Cappella Choir's
"Spring Breakaway"tour to the
Hawaiian Islands, according to
Lou Kelly, choir director.

Ski club offers lessons,
sky equipment swap, film
Skiers and non-skiers alike are
invited to attend the S.U. Ski
Club meeting on Monday. The
meeting will beheld in the A. A.
Lemieux Library auditorium at

The ski equipment for the
swap should be brought in to
the Library room 115 before the
meeting starts. A movie, Yahoo,
will also be shown for those who
don't want to go to the swap
right away. This will be after
the meeting.
New students are urgedto join
while old members are urged to
rejoin the skiing program. The
program is available for a P.E.
credit. Brochures on it are available around campus or contact
the registrar's office for further

7:30 p.m.
Ski Club officers will explain
the ski lesson program that the
club is offering this year at Alpental. Skiers are invited to bring
in equipment they wish to sell
earlyMondayafternoon as thers
will be a ski swap and sale in
the evening immediately followinformation.
ing the meeting.

greens, a bean dish, and pansit

a Filipino dish.

Entertainment will feature
modern dancingby Calvin West
a former S.U. student; Omja
from the Central Area Motiva
tion Program; Tiny Tony, ar
S.U. student and Seattle singing
star, will also perform.
After dinner, the Essence ol
Time from Chicago, Tamaraw
and Uhuru willentertain. A fash
ion show is also scheduled. Th(
men's apparel will come fron
Mr. Dee's and the ladies' ap
parel comes from various store;
for the fashion show.
The First Third World Color
bration will be at Campion Tow
er for a $1.50 a ticket pre-sale
and $2 at the door. The social
hour will be from 7-8 p.m. with
dinner from 7:30-9 p.m. and entertainment lasts until 1 a.m.

Women's issue

Sr. Bader on Biblical roles
Christ, and that a "spirit of libFritz
An interpretation of the Equal eration and humanization" perRights Amendment in light of meates the Bible.
the Christian message was given
SR. BADER also pointed out
by Sr. Diana Bader, 0.P., in a
Christian
discussion on "Catholicism and that the traditional
the Woman's Question" in the discrimination against women
A. A. Lemieux Library Audito- grew out of the social philosophy
of the Jewish world at the time
rium Tuesday afternoon.
Sr. Bader spoke to a small of Christ. This philosophy was
group of University people, also corroborated by the use of
mostly women. She spoke on the isolated texts of St. Paul, which
Biblical message concerning professed a "shut up and be inwomen, the Church today and on ferior" attitude towards women.
her interpretation of the wom- And finally, faulty biologicalnotions, sustained in part by St.
en's issue.
The emphasisof the discussion Thoma Aquinas, kept women in
was on the equality and dignity a "totally passive role."
Sr. Bader insists that the
of all men and on the need to
recognize the equality and inter- Church "must adopt a position
dependence that exists in the or attitude in defense of liberahuman community. Sr. Bader in- ion."The Church must, in its sosisted that the Biblical message cial role, enter into all liberation
centered basically on "freedom movements, and work "towards
the lullest of freedoms for
and liberation for all men."She
said that it calls everyone to an all persons." The issue is "primarily a question of justice."
equal role in the ministry of
by Robyn

...

But she emphasized that then
were also social barriers to
women's liberation. She insiste<
that "the chief form of enslave
ment is psychological and cul
tural." Society must come to re
alize that women must be able ti
enter" into all forms of life wit]
equal opportunity. And in
grained attitudes must b

changed.

WHEN ASKED what specifi
aspects of society she would lik
to see changed, Sr. Bader re
sponded that these would b
limitations placed on women ii
regard to their free choice ii
type of work and in their striv
ing for higher status within tha
profession. She would like tose<
equal opportunity in salary anc
working hours, and flexibility i

traditional marital roles. Societ
must "open up choices to womei
so they are free to choose" wha
they will do with their lives.

Wednesday's blood drive
will help luekemia victim

editorial
discrimination?
— ...

Discriminate Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary defines it as "making a difference in treatment or
favor ona basis other than individual merit."
The word, so easily defined by Webster, has become the
subject of controversy in the student senate recently.
THE SENATE rejected the Chinese Student Association's constitution because of a clause they considered discriminatory toward non-Chinese students.

The younger brother of three
S.U. students needs your
- help.
Peter Blaschka, 10 year old
Joe,
engia
senior
in
brother of
neering, Marita, a sophomore in
nursing, and Rae Jean, a freshman in nursing, has leukemia.
He has a good chance at full recovery if he receives enough
blood, according to doctors.
PETER IS in need of 25 units
of blood a month.
To help fill this need, the A
Phi O's are sponsoring a blood

Since then, senators have decided to look into other
club constitutions to be sure that no one else is being discriminatory as well.
The idea, we admit, sounds fine. No one could honestly
feel that we should deny anyone opportunities to participate
in worthwhile activities.
THE SENATORS, however, should keep in mind what
criterion they should be using to judge whether or not a

been a tragedy for my family.
May God bless and protect all
ofyou.
With loving thanks,
Marita Blaschka

bake sale
To the editor:

If students are wondering
what happened to their 25 cents
for each loaf of bread bought
from the Phi Beta bakers, it became part of a $93 profit. We
editor:
would like to thank all those who ToIthe
am forced by my idealistic
supported us in the bake sale.
nature to respond to Tuesday's
Sincerely,
Beta
Phi
members letter to the editor signed by
"A Chink" and attacking the
student senate for not approving
the original Chinese Student's

/"-'-■■'

.

racist

Association's constitution.
The sole reason I voted
against it was because of a
clause that discriminated between members'rights which allowed onlyChinese members the
privilege of voting. No matter
how you look at it, that clause is
racist.
IT SEEMS TO me that any
attempt to establish racist organizationsis contrary to the objectives of the ASSU, and all

rational people. Ican understand the need of "minorities" to
assert their cultural identities
but this does not justify the im-

plementation of discriminatory
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Because of the interim fourda y Thanksgiving holiday
Nov. 23 and 24, all workstudy and non-work-study student employees' time sheets
are due by noon tomorrow.
No time sheets will be accepted after that time.

Library hours over the
Thanksgiving holiday will be
as follows:
Nov. 22—7:30
a.m.-6 p.m.
—
Nov. 23 Thanksgiving

—

closed.

Nov. 24—1-5 p.m.
Nov. 25—1-5 p.m.
Nov. 26—1-10 p.m.

letters to editor

club discriminates.
Theoretically, the ASSU constitution should be the
basis of that type of decision. In actual practice, though,
several senators readily admit that it's usually the "individual conscience" that guides them.
In looking at the constitution, we find that it specifically
states no student shall be discriminated against because of
brotherly love
"race, national origin,religion or ancestry."
To the editor:
On behalf of my family, my
Nowhere, though does the constitution mention sex
little brother Peter and myself
as a factor of discrimination.
Iwant to thank those who gave
up an hour and a half of their
IN OTHER WORDS, the senate has a valid, or at least time to donate a pint of blood
legal, point in deciding that the Chinese club is discrimina- for Peter.
The blood is greatly apprecitory.
ated and very much needed. It
When they start to look at other club charters, how- restores my faith in human naever, they are wasting their time looking for sexual discrim- ture to realize that there is still
brotherly love and concern in
ination as long as the constitution remains unchanged.
what, at many times, seems a
One also begins to wonder, in all this, if the whole issue cruel and unconcerned world.
Iwould also like to thank Fr.
isn't just a waste of time. At what point does the senate Gene
Delmore, S.J., and Fr.
stop discussing a valid issue and become engrossed with Phil Wallace, M.M., for their
worthless nit-picking instead?
concern and prayers in what has

V
■

drive. Blood may be donated on
Wednesday starting at 7:30 a.m.
in the Bellarmine Hall basement. It will run all day.
All students are urged to participate, according to Ed Zech,
coordinator of the drive. He
hopes that a few hundred units
of blood will be donated. A unit
will last a year.
One may also donate blood at
the King County BloodBank and
indicate that the blood is for
Peter Blaschka.

official notice

Mfc

_.

policies.

The Hawaiian Club is one of
the most successful organizations on this campus. They have
developeda high degreeof iden-

tity and comradeship yet they
are open to all students.
Thus, my only real question
is: Why does the CSA need such
a clause? Think about it.
John Cummins
student senate
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There s more than a shade of
difference to Heidelberg Alt
s's a true' heavy-brewed,
highly hopped beverage.
A dark beer of more daring
character brewed in
America to European
standards of excellence.
Loo < or Heidelberg Alt at
better specialty shops,
grocery stores and taverns.
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Hartman voted national spur v.p. USO on Iceland
gional conventions at Whitman
College in Walla Walla and Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma. This week she will attend
the convention at Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff.

By Sue Lau

Barbara J. Hartman, junior in
P.E. education, has been elected

the national vice president of
Spurs, a national service honorary for sophomore women.
Ms. Hartman was installed on
the last day of the June National Convention at Montana State
University in Bozeman. She and
15 others act as an advisory
board to local chapters.
"This year we are trying to
make national Spurs flexible
and relevant to the individual,"
Ms. Hartman said. "We hope to
touch every chapter with a feeling of National and to make
chapters aware that we are
here to help."

BarbaraHartman

AS THE NATIONAL vice pres- added.
Hartman's prime reMs. Hartman's special atsponsibility is in Spur education. tempts to personalize everything
chapters with
"I must contact all chapter and to help Spur
things"
have re"little
least
three
even
the
vice presidents at
write352 letters in
times a year, evaluate existing quired her toperiod.
revisions and requests to change a five-month
revisions and research different
SHE HAS ALSO attended reways for Spurs to serve," she
ident, Ms.

Believing her two-year term
to be to her advantage, Ms.
Hartman said:
"It gives me more of a chance
to do something; to help others
serve their community, to serve
themselves, to get involved and
to grow as meaningfulindividuals."
Last year, Ms. Hartman was
S.U.s chapter vice president.
She was also elected "Spur of
the Year" by her fellow members and given special recognition from the National Council
for her outstanding "Spur spirit."
THE NEWLY elected national
vice president, is a graduate of
Interlake High School in Bellevue and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William G. Hartman of
Bellevue.

Options for fellowship recipients
to be three Southern universities

will do graduate work
Students interested in a career at the three cooperating univer- students
and either the University of Alain public administration in gov- sities.
bama or the University of Tewernments of all levels are offor
married
nessee.
apply
FELLOWSHIPS
fered an opportunity to
Applications and further infor a fellowship to study at three students have a total value of formation
about the program
$5,000.
stipend
$3,700
is
and
The
different Southern universities.
the remainder of the grant con- can be obtained by writing to
Candidates must be American sists of fees and tuition.
Coleman B. Ransone, educational director, Southern Regional
citizens who have completed or
Next June, students will serve Training Program in public adwill complete a bachelor's degree with any recognized major a ten-weeks internship with a ministration, Drawer I, Univerdepartment of state government sity, Alabama 35486.
by June, 1973.
in either Alabama, Kentucky or
Each fellowship for single per- Tennessee or with a federal
sons has a total value of $4,600. agency in the South.
The stipend is $3,300 and the reFollowing their internship
mainder of the grant consists of
the remission of fees and tuition at the University of Kentucky,
by Rosemary Hunter
Of almost 3,000 students attending S.U. this year, 167 hold
a special distinction. They are
the foreign students the largest
hisnumber in the University's
"

aided by S.U.grad

be transferred to Iceland. She
by Ann Standaert
About 6000 servicemen in Kef- will probably be in Iceland for
lavik, Iceland, now have a USO another year to a year and a
Club, due in part to the efforts half.
of an S.U. graduate.
THE PROGRAMS in each of
Mary Helen Madden, who
graduatedin 1966 with a degree the areas are basically the
in political science, helped build same, Ms. Madden said. But in
the USO in Iceland "from Paris, Rome and Naples the
emphasis is on helping those on
scratch."
leave while bases tn the PhilipTHE CLUB, which opened pines or Iceland concentrate on
May 26, serves 900-1,000 men a giving the men a place to go to
day. It is designed to provide on theiroff duty hours.
Ms. Madden became involved
"far reaching recreational and
socialprograms for the service- with the USO after spending two
men in their off-duty hours," years with the Peace Corps in
Ms. Madden said Tuesday. She Turkey. She wanted to go back
was on campus this week visit- overseas and had always been
ing friends while on a leave of interested in working in the
field of recreation so she wrote
absence.
In plaecs like Iceland, Ms. a letter "to the right people at
Madden said, USO programs are the right time," Ms. Madden
especially important so that the explained.
The job is definitely "peoplemen don't feel that they have
oriented" and gives staffers a
wasted a year there.
Ms. Madden, an assistant and chance to do a lot of traveling,
a staff of 28 provide "something Ms. Madden said.
for everyone" in Iceland. ServSHE IS uncertain which of the
ices include a snack bar, a
game room, a music room, bowl- many places she's been to she
ing leagues, opportunities to likes best.
"When you've been to so many
coach softball teams and phone
it's hard to say one specific
calls to the States.
place that's best. And I've met
all
STAFFERS also provide a lot of interesting people
countless small services, Ms. over so that makes it harder,"
Ms. Madden said.
Madden said.
She speaks Turkish, French,
The USO, funded through priaround
and is working on Icedonations,
has
been
Italian
vate
landic, but "it's nearly imposfor 31 years. It has changed sible,"
she insisted.
over the years in an attempt to
Ms. Madden would encourage
keep up with the men in the
anyone to think about joining
service, Ms. Madden said.
could conMs. Madden served in Thai- the USO. Students
land, Malta, Naples and, for a tact the USO headquarters lotime, in Paris, while waiting to cated in New York.

167 foreign students

x

Singer has good turnout
last Tuesday at Pigott
"We had a good turnout (for
O. C. Smith) considering we had
such short notice," commented

Tony Haywood, public information officer for the Black Student Union, in reference to the
benefit performance Smith gave
on Tuesday in Pigott Auditor-

ium.

Smith sang some of the songs
that have established him as a
foremost interpreter: "Little
Green Apples" and "Help Me
Make It Through the Night."

—

tory.

They come from an estimated
different countries and live on
According to Haywood, $100 22
campus or with sponsors.
was made at the concert and
Many of the schools in the stuthe funds will be used toward dents" own countries are crowdmaking Thanksgiving food bas- ed so they apply to foreign
kets for families of University schools. Smaller universities are
students and families referred believed to be better and stuby churches in the Central Area. dents have an easier time adAssisting the BSU setting up justing to the campus and school
the performance were Lou John- work.
Mary Ridge, coordinator of
son, assistant director of ConForeign Student Services, said
nolly P.E. Center, and Charles students must have a financial
Mitchell, director of the Office statement and show that he, or
she, has the first year's tuition.
of Minority Affairs.

CHURCHES WILL occasionally sponsor students. Some became interested in coming to the
U.S. through foreign Jesuit
schools, Ms. Ridge said.
"One of my classmates in
Hong Kong recommended S.U.

He hadn't been here but he had
heard of the school," one student said. "There are two universities in Hong Kong and both
are very crowded. Ilike the
smaller school because the students are more active in their
classes here," he added.
"I applied to S.U. because it
was the only university to apply
to," said Toshi Kazu Masaki, a
senior in business. "It was too
late to apply to another university."

"THE TUITION here is much
higher. Tuition for a whole year
is less than $200 in Japan. However, schools in Japan are very
crowded. There are more than
200 students in a class," Masaki

sity has a practical training program where the student after

tC|/|

LESSONS
1973

Don't blow your cool rummaging for loose change.
With an NBofC checking account you can write a

check for the exact amount and be on your way. See
the NBofC office near you for a checking account to
fit your needs.
\THy^

NATIONAL "BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER F.0.1.C.

ACCOUNTS

JLN13v>

INSURED TO 520.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.
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Here's your chance to learn

to ski, or

improve on what you
already know, with two types of
learning techniques.
The GLM technique offers a
fast, easy-to-learn method of
getting started. Equipment and

lift tickets are included in the
price. The SLM method is great
for average skiers who want to
be better.
Full packages are available
in both programs with p.e.

graduation works for 18 months
in his chosen field. The students
in this program must be reapproved every six months, Ms.
Ridge said.
The majority of students belong to Model United Nations,
some to the International Club,
Chinese Student Association,
Organization of Arab Students
and other organizations on campus, according to Ms. Ridge.
"MY MAINconcern is to have
them involved in all activities so
that they get to know American
student s," Ms. Ridge said.
"American students are very
cordial to the foreign students."
Some problems the students
face are getting accustomed to
the language, the way classes

added.
presented, the Seattle cliMasaki will return to Japan in are
a paternalism some
mate
February and finish his educa- peopleand
have
toward foreign stution at Keio University, the old- dents.
est private university in Japan.
Ms. Ridge encourages any stuSome foreign students stay dent
interested in entertaining a
here for four years then go on
student during the holiforeign
to graduate school. The Univer- days to contact her in Marion

SEATTLE U. SKI CLUB

NBofC has an easier way
to find the exact change.

enrolled

credit as an optional choice,
Plus, for those of you who just
want to unwind from a week's
study, there is a FUN RUN
package of bus transportation

109.

U&l
OPTICAL
Examinations
Contact Lenses
Glasses
Repairs

EA 5-1214

616V2 Broadway
INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE OFPANCAKES

available.
Brochures explaining the full
program are available on campus, from the registrar or LA

950 E. Madison

feel free to call Janet Currnan

on Friday & Saturday

118. If you have any questions,

at 325-3089 or Gary Hansen,
325-68823.

OPEN
24 HOURS

Closed at Midnight
Sunday thru Thursday

you

can

get

anything

you

want...food

Critical
Comment Pier 70

by Richard Coleman
The problem with a filmed
biography is that it tends to be
saccharine in its treatment of
someone's life. It tends to leave
out aspects that could give it

—

photo by gary rizzuti

DUSTIN WALN, left, and Kevin O'Hara confront each other
in a scene from Rashomon.

Teatro's 'Rashomon'
premieres tonight
Rashomon, TeatroInigo's first
production of the season, opens
tonight at 8.
The Japaneseplay,byFay and
Michael Kanin, based on stories
by Ryunosuke Akutagawa, tells
of a samurai officer killed by a
roving bandit.
THREE DIFFERENT, contradictory versions of what happened are given at the trial: the
bandit's, the wife's, and the husband's, through the mouth of a
sorceress. Each version is true
in its far.hion.
The play deals with Pilate's
ageless question, "What is

truth?"

Despite the seriousness with
which each version is reenacted,
there is some surprising high
comedy.

MAIN CHARACTERS include
AnnMatthews as the wife, Kevin
O'Hara as the samurai and Dustin Wain as thebandit.
William Howard, Ken Kurtenbach, Charles Martin, Rosanne
Orton, Tom Orton and Susan
Sullivan will play supporting
roles.
Rashomon is S.U.s entry in
the American College Theatre
Festival to be held in Washing-

D.C.
Ticket reservations for the
play, which will run through
Nov. 25 are available by calling
Teatro, 626-6740.
Admission is $1.50 for students
and $2 for adults.
ton,

TONIGHT'S performance is
sold out.

—

-

wine served.

-

— Grand

The Bakery
Central
Building in Old Seattle. They
bake for coffee, lunch, and tea.
Features sweets and sands,
salads and soup, or take-out
from The Annex delicatessen
meats and cheeses, ice cream,
coffee and tea, beer and wine.
Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Salad Gallery
312 Second
Aye. in Old Seattle. Widest
choice of salads in town if you're
a diet nut and just as enjoyable
if you're not. Eat your salad
with one of the many herb teas
offered. Beer and wine are served. Mon.-Sat., 11:30 a.m.-9:30
p.m.,and Sunday, noon-5 p.m.
Tai Tung Cafe— 6ss S. King
in the International District.
Moderately priced Chinese food.
Open daily 11 a.nu-3:30 a.m.
Morningtown 4110 Roosevelt
Way N.E. in the University District. Thin crust pizzas , and
kerosene lamps on the tables.
Open Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-1 a.m., and till 2 a.m. Friday
and Saturday.
OutrageousTaco C0.—701 Pike
St., two blocks west of Broadway. Tacos, burritos, etc., with
high-octaneor regular hot sauce.
Open 11 a.m.-3 a.m. daily.
ThePike PlaceMarket— Buy a
loaf of bread from the bakery
and build yourself a meal with
the help of the delicatessens,
butcher shops and fruit stands.

—
—

—

Then find an

in,

empty

stall
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Eats!!!

BarneyBagelandSuzy Creamcheese—Pier 70. Featuring kosher hot dogs, lox, imported
beer, soft pretzels, sandwiches,
and, of course, bagels and
creamcheese. Open weekdays
11:30 a.m.-lOp.m.; Fri. and Sat,
11:30 a.m.-midnight and Sun.,
noon-6 pm.
Das Gasthaus
Occidental
Aye. in Old Seattle. Open seven
days a week with fruits, cheeses,
sausage, pastries, wine and
bread. Meals are served Mon.Thurs.,11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. and
Sat, 11 a.m.-ll p.m., and Sun.,
noon-10 p.m.
Deluxe Tavern— 62s Broadway
E. Enjoy moderately priced
steaks served with salad and an
Idaho baked potato, along with
beer or wine. Meals daily from
11:30 a.m.-ll:30 p.m. Bar is
open 9 a.m.-2 p.m. I.D. please.
Family Affair— Pine St. just
minutes from S.U., features international soul food with a different menu each day. Open
Mon. Thurs., 11:30 a.m. 9:30
p.m.; Fri. 11:30 a.m.-midnight;
and Sat., 5 p.m.-midnight.
Russian Samovar— Bo6 E. Roy
across from the Deluxe Tavern
and the Harvard Exit Theatre.
Features a buffet lunch for $1.75.
Mon.-Fri., 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Dinners featuring borscht, piroshki
and beef stroganoff, Mon.-Sat.,
5:30-9:30 p.m. Average price of
dinners is about $3.95. Beer and

by Margaret Enos
Envious of youth and its optimism, Dr. Faust, portrayed by
Nolan Van Way, is on the brink
of suicide in the opening scene
of Seattle Opera Association's
substance, which would then presentation of Faust.
lead to a better understanding,
DenouncingGod, he calls upon
or interpretation, of the mech- the devil to assist him in recapanics that lead up to the fate of turing youth lost and the pleasthat particular person. Case in ures it brings.
point: Lady Sings the Blues,
starring Diana Ross and Billy
MUCH TO his astonishment,
Dee Williams, which opens this Mephistopheles does appear,
his
weekend at the Cinerama The- wishes are granted — and his
Aye.
problems begin.
atre at 2100 4th
While Van Way displays a
Lady Sings the Blues is the
story of Billie Holiday, also beautiful tenor throughout, his
known as Lady Day, the jazz projection is often weak. It is
singer who died of an overdose unfortunate that he was called
of heroin in 1959.
upon (more than once) to turn
THE FILM opens with Lady away from the audience and
Day (Diana Ross) being arrest- walk upstage— he should never
ed and booked for illegal pos- have attemptedit. His beautiful
session of heroin and then be- voice was often lost in such ening thrown into a padded cell deavors.
to undergo a cold turkey treatNorman Triegle as Mephisment for heroin addiction. While topheles shines in this area. His
she is in the cell she flashbacks performanceis convincinglydevto her childhood and progresses ilish, both in gestures and vocal
from there to the present, which tones.
covers half of the film.
The second half concentrates
WHETHER viewinghim malion her attempts to re-establish ciously swirling his red-lined,
her career, despite certainblock- black cape, or morbidly laughades, and it ends with a success- ing as his ill-fated plans fall
ful concert at Carnegie Hall in place he is a great success
while a newspaper simultane- and makes other performances
ously announces her death at dim in comparison.
the age of 44.
Margarita Kyriaki is enchantIn reality, Lady Day led a ingly angelicin her role asMartragic life beginning with the guerite, Faust's innocent temptinsecurities of an illegitimate ress, and the devil's bait in sebirth, having to stay in jail as a curing Faust's soul.
child for assorted reasons, two
Her delightfully clear soprano
traumatic experiences with lends itself well to the role.
death and ending with her death
Dan lordachescu as Valentin,
of an overdose of heroin, mo- brother to Marguerite, is afments after she was again ar- forded numerous opportunties to
rested for possession.
display his rich baritone. He
Lady Sings the Blues is a does just that— and is superb!
shoddy production; it leaves
Lady Day's childhood totally
WHILE HE and Van Way are
ambiguous and it also stresses decidedly powerful figures on
the point that she was left alone stage their acting tends to fall
a lot, something which is not short of the standards set by
true at all. According to Lady their excellent vocal abilities.
Day's memoirs, she was close to
Their movements tend to be
her mother, or some other rela- awkward at times— very appartives, throughout her life. It ently so in the duel scene in
plays up a particular love inter- which Valentin is killed.
est betweenthe last man in her
FRANS BOERLAGE, resident
life and omits her other hus- director, makes use of one of his
bands.
favored techniques in the closing scene. A heavenly beam of
Diana Ross handles the title light on a blue background is
role competently considering projected on a scrim which has
that she has never had any dra- been lowered upstage. In this
matic training. She manages to unique fashion, Marguerite's ulcapture the real Lady Day's timate salvation is signified.
Mephistopheles has lost one
methods of interperting songs
and holds on to them, although soul but we are reminded of
she does not seem to have the Faust's dire fate as we watch
same intense passion that was him crumble in despair and
the trademark of Lady Day. guilt as the curtain drops.
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by J. WrightHotchkiss
Down by the waterfront, at
the north end of Alaskan Way,
are Pier 70 and the OldSpaghetti Factory. Both structures were
built after the great Seattle fire.
Pier 70 began as a salmon warehouse way back in 1901.
Today the Old Spaghetti Factory has a trolley car in the
dining room, tiffany lamps and
benches made from brass beds.
The food is truly Italian. So—
there's a 50-50 chance you'll
have to get on the "waiting to
be seated" list.
IN THE MEANTIME, cross
the railroad tracks and visit
Pier 70, jammed with shops and
eating places.
The Cerealia boasts brown
"people's bread" and organic
cereals. There's tacos and seafood if you can't wait for dinner. Also on the Pier 70 menu
are fresh roasted coffee to take
home and a spectrum of ice
creams, both from the Wet Whis

ker.

"If you pass up all those good
things temptingyou to forget the
spaghetti, there's the Smuggler
Restaurant with a cheese fon

due, do-it-yourself salad and

steak and seafood, or the Pier
70 Tavern and Chowder House.
THIS WEEK Mike Nelson's
World, an 8-piece band with
sounds of Chicago and Cold
Blood, are appearing on one of
the Chowder House's four levels.
There is also a dance floor, pool
tables and a view of the Sound
to complement chowder and
sandwiches
Nearby is the Clipper Ship
Candle Shop with an array of
tapers and candle holders downstairs. On the balcony a selection of wines runs the gamut of
prices and types, including the
wine
Schramsberg blanc-deblanc 1969— President Nixon took
to Peking in February.
A YOUTHFUL proprietor
makes and retails leather goods
in Do You Always Come to the
Zoo on Sunday? That's actually
the name of his little shop on
the north side of the pier.
Let's leave the exploration of
the other shops to you. Aside
from a place to wait to get in
the Spaghetti Factory, it's a
good place to spend the after-

.

—

noon.

Friday afternoon and you've just finished
an exam in your last class.
And nowyou are on your way to the Chieftain
to find out what's happening over the weekend
in hopes of finding a place to go and release the
tensions that have mounted over the week.
Those who are 21, or possess some sort of
I.D. saying they are, usually head for the tavern.

's

ers are literally making the crowd twist and
shout. To relax yourself, pitchers are sold for

TAVERN DIRECTORY (only some of them):
mont Aye., Brotherhood—2o6o 15th Aye. W., Deluxe —625 Broadway E., Medicine Show—lll9

Station-207 Ist Aye.

M|fce

,

NeJson s World at pier 70 tavern
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Pioneer Square

Pier70

Pioneer Square offers the visitor a unique blend of old and
new. There is definitely something to be found for everybody
in this exciting, sometimes bizarre, area of Seattle.
Undergoing a drastic face lift
over the past two years it is
emerging with a personality all
its own while still preserving
the area's history.
The recently renovated Grand
Central Hotel, 220 First Avenue,
is now known as The Grand
Central on the Park. It houses
a truly fascinating array of

—

shops, galleries, taverns and
restaurants.
IF YOU'RE into plants, other

assorted living things, or an-

tiques, R. David Adams' Garden
Shop and Italian Terra Cotta
showroom is a "don't miss." Located in the front of the building, it boasts unique plants, oneof-a-kind arrangements and a
variety of antiques.
Robins Jewelers, right next
door, is a must for those seeking original and custom jewelry.
The proprietors are friendly,—

and if you're super nice, who
knows, they just might hand deliver your purchase in their 1935

armored car.
And for the bookworm, David
Ishi's store features used books
—recent and not so recent.
Tired of shopping, walking
and looking? The Bakery, a
down-to-earth-foods restaurant,
is suggested for a lift. Your
tastebuds will tingle as the aro-

ma of freshly baked breads and
assorted pastries reaches you.
They alsooffer such delights as
fresh salads, scrumptious sandwiches and beers and wines.

If you stick around the com-

plex longenough you can boogie
to the sounds of Jr. Cadillac, the
group now featured at the Grand
Central Station Tavern. The music starts at 9 p.m.

Underground tour
features Old Seattle

—

relics of early days and ways of
One of the highlights of any the now jet city.
photoby ginny wolfe
trip to the Pioneer Square area
Tours are availableyear round
is Bill Speidel's underground by calling the ticket office at
tour.
MU 2-4646 for schedules. Last
The tour features alittle bitof minute reservations will be acold Seattle (circa 1890) and the cepted up to the time of the
colorful entertainment found tour.
only in Pioneer Square's Blue
Dress for the weather, as much
Banjo Tavern. Honky tonk mu- of the tour involves the outdoors.
sic, authentic atmosphere and a The temperature underground is
ribald interpretation of Seattle's usually the same as above
history are to be found here at ground.
the starting point of the trip.
IT IS RECOMMENDED that
THE UNDERGROUND itself everyone bring a flashlight so
is a dream come true for the as to not miss anything. Camstudent of history, the shutter- eras are welcome.
photo by don holt
—photo by rosemary hunter bug or anyone looking for unusAnyone going on the tour
ual entertainment in the after- should be able to take five
noon or evening.
blocks of walking and five
due, do-it-yourself salad and
by J. Wright Hotchkiss
After leaving the Blue Banjo, flights of stairs.
Down by the waterfront, at
steak and seafood, or the Pier
Allow about 10-15 minutes for
the north end of Alaskan Way,
70 Tavern and Chowder House.
the tourguide takes his group of
30 or more on a whirlwind jaunt parking in the vicinity of the
are Pier 70 and the Old SpaghetTHIS WEEK Mike Nelson's
through the old shops, buildings Blue Banjo, so as not to be late
World, an 8-piece band with
ti Factory. Both structures were
and onetime brothels that are for the introduction by the guide.
built after the great Seattle fire.
sounds of Chicago and Cold
now under the streets of the city.
Blood, are appearing on one of
Pier 70 began as a salmon wareALSO, for any night of the
house way back in 1901.
the Chowder House's four levels.
Along with the two hour tour
Today the Old Spaghetti FacThere is also a dance floor, pool
itself, comes a rich dissertation week, the Blue Banjo itself is an
tables and a view of the Sound
tory has a trolley car in the
of the true background of the excellent source of entertaindining room, tiffany lamps and
to complement chowder and
city and the city fathers them- ment and good refreshments.
benches made from brass beds.
sandwiches
selves. Some surprising facets of The "gay nineties" atmosphere
Nearby is the Clipper Ship
The food is truly Italian. So—
Seattle's past are to be found and rustic location lend well to
Candle Shop with an array of
a Saturday night on the town.
there's a 50-50 chance you'll
here.
have to get on the "waiting to
tapers and candle holders downTo get to the Blue Banjo from
be seated" list.
THE UNDERGROUND Muse- the freeway, use the James
stairs. On the balcony a selecum, approximatelyhalf a block Street exit to go westbound on
IN THE MEANTIME, cross
tion of wines runs the gamut of
prices and types, including the
the railroad tracks and visit
from the Blue Banjo, is the end James about six blocks to First
Pier 70, jammed with shops and
wine
Schramsberg blanc-deof the trip through Seattle's Avenue. Then turn right for one
eating places.
blanc 1969— President Nixon took
catacombs. Here, one can view half block.
to Peking in February.
The Cerealia boasts brown
"people's bread" and organic
A YOUTHFUL proprietor
makes and retails leather goods
cereals. There's tacos and sea
food if you can't wait for dinin Do You Always Come to the
ner. Also on the Pier 70 menu
Zoo on Sunday? That's actually
the name of his little shop on
are fresh roasted coffee to take
the northsideof the pier.
home and a spectrum of ice
creams, both from the Wet WhisLet's leave the explorationof
On Stage:
sion is $1. Performances begin
ker.
the other shops to you. Aside
-If you pass up all those good
Applause
from a place to wait to get in
A Tony Award- at approximately8 p.m.
things tempting you to forget the
winningBroadwaymusical sponthe Spaghetti Factory, it's a
Dance Theatre Seattle
A
spaghetti, there's the Smuggler
good place to spend the aftersored by Northwest Releasing. modern dance group consisting
Begins Tuesday and runs of 12 members is performing at
Restaurant with a cheese fonnoon.
through Saturday at the Seattle the Poncho Theatre through
Opera House. Tickets are avail- this weekend. Admission is $2.
finished
able at the Bon Marche Ticket Performances are at 8 p.m. Friday, 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. Saturday
Office.
Camino Real— Seattle Reper- and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday. The
tory Theatre's production of theater is located at the enTennessee Williams' extrava- trance to the Woodland Park
ganza. Opens Wednesday for a Zoo.
three-week run at the Seattle In Concert:
Center Playhouse. Tickets may
John Denver— Saturday, Nov.
iavern,
be reserved by calling MA 4- 25 at 8 p.m. He will appear at
-6755, or stopping by the box of- the Paramount Northwest Thefice at 225 Mercer.
atre. His records include, "Take
— Begins Me
Home, Country Roads" and
The Chalk Garden
Nov. 30 at the Bathhouse The- "Leavingon a Jet Plane".Tickatre on Greenlake.Runs through ets are $4 in advance and $5 at
December 17. Performances are the door.
— SatThursday throughSunday at 8: 30
The Fifth Dimension
p.m. Tickets are $2.00.
urday, Nov. 25 at 8:30 p.m. in
Skid Road Side Show— An im- the Seattle Center Arena for
provisional theater group which one performanceonly. Reserved
tickets are $5.50, $4.50, $3.75 and
~
relies heavily upon the audience $3.
V~ 1119
for skit topics. They perform
— Dec. 10 at 8
Frank Zappa
jSunday nights at the Inside PasMike Nelson's World at Pier 70 tavern
sage, located at First and Wash- p.m. in the Paramount North—photo by m. k. enos ington. Beer is served, admis- west Theatre. Tickets are $4 in

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
in a sombrero?

—

by Pete Caw

—

photo by don holt

—

.

—

—

photo by ginny

DINERS ENJOY one of Pioneer Square's

wolfe

many restaurants

It's what's happening ...
—

J

—

advance and $5 at the door.
On Film:
Wilhelm Reich, Mysteries of
the Organism— A film of social
comment and satire with a mixture of reality and wild humor
that bombards the senses. Student rate $1.50. N.E. 50th and
University Way. Performances
at 7, 9, 11p.m. The MovieHouse.
The Hustler— Paul Newman,
Piper Laurie, Jackie Gleason
and George C. Scott in a film of
a professional pool hustler and
his compulsion to be number
one. Student rate $1.50. 807 E.
Roy. Performances at 7: 15 and
9:30 p.m. The Harvard Exit.
Deliverance Four suburbanites test their manhood in a
breathtaking adventure film.
Matinees for $1.75, evening performances for $2.50. Fifth near
Pike. The MusicBox.
Super Fly— A dope pusher is
tired of peddling coke and tries
to find a way out of the whole
scene. Matinees for $1.75, evening performances for $2.50.
12:15, 2:15, 4:20, 6:20, 8:20, 10:20
p.m. Pike near Fifth. Town.
Slaughterhouse 5 A series of

—

—

time jumps from a World War
IIprisoner of war camp, a marriage and family life and transportation to a distant planet.
Student rates $1.75. 4329 University Way. Varsity. —
A SeparatePeace Based on

John Knowles' novel of the
same title. Two young boys cop-

ing with the problems of prep
school life while World War II
rages on in the outside world.
MA 4-6201. 2131 Sixth Aye. Performances on Sat. and Sun. at
3:35, 7:05 and 10:35 p.m. UA
Cinema.
Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex
The
brightest, funniest comedian around answers Dr. Reubens'
insane question with appropriately insane answers. Now playing at the Southcenter, Bel-Vue
andNorthgate.
Musical degeneraCabaret
cy during World War 11. Joel
Grey and Liza Minnelli entertain the troops marvelously.
Now playing at the Broadway
Theatre, 201 Broadway E. Student tickets $1.50, must have student I.D.

—

—
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SPORTS
S.U. coed golfing star
comments on her sport
by Evie Pech
"Ireally like the fact that golf
is an individual sport. I'm only
competing with myself. That
way Ican match myself against
what I've been doing," states
Sue "Doe" Dougherty, a junior
business major from Bellevue.
Ms. Dougherty has literally
grown up with golf. She started
taking lessons and playingat the
tender age of ten. At twelve she
started entering competitions
and played in her first national
tournament when she was fifteen.
FOR THREE years at Lake
Sammamish High School in
photo by pete caw
Bellevue,Ms. Dougherty was the
Sue Dougherty
only woman golfer in the state
who played on a men's team.
Besides lettering in her junior With that and a few other acshe
and senior years, the biggest complishments to her name,
compliment came when "the found herself rated ninth in the
guys elected me captain of the nation that year.
Ms. Dougherty commented
team in my senior year," she
that "this year Ihad a really
said.
she
The accolades started rolling good year." For example,
Women's
won
the
Seattle
City
Dougherty
was
sixin when Ms.
teen. That year she was runner- Championship. This summer she
up in the Pacific Northwest played in a total of seventeen
Girls' Championship. The next city, state, regionalandnational
year she came back to win it. tournaments. She advanced to
the final in every tourney and
lost out in only three.
"IDEFINITELY will not play
on the S.U. team this spring,"
says Ms. Dougherty. Neither will
pro. However she will
Last Saturday's intramural she turn represent
continue
to
S.U. in the
Broadway
football action at
National
Collegiate
tourney this
Field consisted only of men's year, slated for Massachusetts
games.
In the opener, St. Thomas in June.
blanked Spread, 20-0. The second game saw the A Phi O's
trounce the Soul Hustlers, 33-7.
The Pilau Kane's played two
games that day, first beating
Heimskringlas, 13-6, then turning around and bowing to the
IKs, 15-12.
In last Saturday'sgames,Harvey Lampus and Mcl Williams,
both Soul Hustlers, received coplayers of the week awards.
For the week of Nov. 4, player of the week honors went to
Rick Lorenz of the Brewers and
Mary Ann "Chester" Gagnon,
quarterback of the Pigskins Re-

—

Footballresults in;
players honored

Chieftain pre-season nearing end;
coach sees some good prospects
The Chieftains have recently several of the players as excelcrossed the half-way mark in lent prospects for the spots.
pre-season basketball drills and
Greg Williams, this year's coCoach Bill O'Connor is pleased captain alongside Lenzy Stuart,
with the team development.
is a sure choice for center and
"The coaching staff has been Stuart is "on his way back at
impressed with the attitude and forward and guard," according
spirit of the squad but we still to O'Connor.
need work on the defensive part
Of Rod Derline, a 64" guard,
of the game," he said.
the-coach said: "He is a better
One outlook for the team, how- all around player than last

ever, is not good, as Jesse Mc- year."
Gaffie, the 6*3" sophomore
guard-forward hopeful, suffered
a broken finger in drills re-

RON HOWARD, a 64" for-

ward, according to O'Connor, is

very enthusiastic. "If we held
practice at 1 a.m., Ron would
be ready to play," he said.
Dick and Bob Gross, said O'Connor, are also factors in the
selection of a starting lineup.

The season opener will see
S.U. taking on Houston University on Dec. 2 in Seattle.

cently.

Dignified chief sought

THE TEAM physician, Dr.
Huber Grimm, said that McGaffie will not be able to see any
action for four to six weeks.
However, he has been suiting up
for practice, cast and all, for the
past several weeks.
An injury on the JV squad, fortunately of only minor seriousness, saw Frank Arone with a
slight shoulder dislocation. He
will be back on the court within
three weeks.
O'Connor has not selected the
starting five as yet, but sees

There has been some speculation lately as the possibility of
changing or modifying the comical characterization of an Indian as the Chieftain emblem.
William J. Fritz, director of
University Relations, recently
sent a m c m o to the athletic
department in which he asked
them to consider changing the
"Indian Joe" comical figure to
a more dignified illustration of
an Indian.
"The comical characterization
of an Indian is out of keeping

Watch the hoopsters
The second open basketball practice of the yearis scheduled
for today at 2 p.m. in the Connolly P.E. Center Gym.
Students interested in viewing the Chiefs in action will be
allowed to do so after the team has warmedup from 1:30 to 2
p.m. A scrimmage will take place at this time.
Turnout was good at the last open practice, held Nov. 2,
according to Bill O'Connor, head coach of the Chiefs.
The squad should be getting into shape for the upcoming
Dec. 2 game against Houston University in the Arena about
now, so some of the strategies and styles of play they plan to use
might be shown during this session.

with the social trends of the
Fritz said.
Fritz said that something more

time,"

dignified was needed to represent the Indian race and the
school.
"It is not good to characterize a particular race in a comical form," he said.
Fritz suggests something along
the lines of the Pontiac representation of the Indian chief for
the Chieftain logo.
"We have done away with the
comical characterizations of
blacks, but the Indian image
does not seem to have reached
this point," he added.

Support
the Chiefs

vised.

These persons named above
can contact the intramurals office (ex. 6738) to find out when
they can pick up their complimentary tickets to SeattleSuperSonics home games.

Intramurals

Intramural football games for
Saturday:
10 a.m.— S ou 1 Hustlers vs.
Spread.
11 a.m. Pilau Kane vs. St.

—
—

—

Thomas.

Heimskringlas vs. A
Noon
Phi O's.
1 p.m. Women's playoffs:
2nd Floor Bellarmine vs. IKai
Ka; Untouchables, Pigskins Revised bye.
All games are played at
Broadway Field.

—

Skiing activities
slated for tonight
With the approach of ski season not far away,many may be

lookingfor a way in which to get
into shape for the slopes.
One way is to take part in the
physical training program being
offered by the S.U. soccer squad.
During the session, individuals
can play soccer, run or just take
part in general physical activi-

ties.
TWO SUN VALLEY ski instructors will be on hand to answer questions and assist in any
wayneeded.

The sessions will be from 7-9

p.m. Thursdays in the Astrogym.

For further information call
5779 after 2 p.m.
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Whenyou're all steamed up,cool off with Blitz- Weinhard, the smooth, refreshing,
flavorful beer from theWest's Oldest Brewery. Blitz-Weinhard Co.,Portland, Ore.

In our Advanced Course the monthly subsistence allowancehas just been increased. From $50 to $100.
One hundreddollars every month for 10 months of the school
year. To spend on room and board, dates and ball games.
To save for grad school.
But Army ROTC means a lot more than more
money.Itmeans management and leadership experience that
you just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a commission as an officer and everything
that goes withit. The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,
the experience.
bmw^^^m^^«
Now ROTC looks
even better. For the money
you'll earn today. For the person
you'll be tomorrow. See your
rr
Science,
Military
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or send the coupon for
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New member of art department
adds a touch of Florence to S.U.
by CherylCarlson
The Spec/Aegis building houses more than just publications
these days. An art studio has
been added. It's now "home
base" for a talented, young artist who's also a new faculty
member in the art department.

Bob

Semans, a

Jesuit scholas-

tic, came to S.U. fromFlorence,
Italy, at the invitation of Fr.
James Royce, S.J., dean of the

Collegeof Arts and Sciences. He
will teach advanced painting
and drawing winter quarter.

A GRADUATE of Gonzaga
University, Semansreceived his
master's degree from San Jose
State. He has studied in Florence for the past two years.
In Florence, Semans studied
under Nera Simi, a well-known
Florentine artist. Her father,
Semans said, was a famous early 1900's Italian painter and as
a lesult of his training "she

stressed the old traditions, the
craft, the precision."
SEMANS, CONSIDERING his
own work as figurative or real-

Tau Beta Pi president

impressed by convention

istic as opposed to abstract, believes that the length of time it
takes to complete a work is not
reallyimportant.
"People who see things you
do, generally ask how long it
took to do a particular work. I
shy away from answering that
because Idon't think it's relevant to the work or its quality,"
he said. "The pieceshould speak
on its own merits."
As a student under Ms. Simi
in Florence, Semans cultivated
this attitude. "Tremendous
lengths of time were spent on
just one study. Each work was,
in fact, a study. That's why we
often spent one month on one
drawing."

SEMANS BELIEVES that "the
exposure to being with a work
"It was interesting to see what of the senior class and the upper for a good length of time adds
other schools do in their pro- eighth of the junior class are to your sensitivity to it."
eligible.
He conceded that this apgrams," Shari Gruver commentchapter on campus car- proach to study is not held by a
The
ed after returningrecently from ries
on most of their activity lot of teachers who "in emphaTau Beta PiAssociation conven- within the engineering depart- sizing speed, lose quality."
tion in Maryland.
ment. Last year, Tau Beta conSemans is now working on
Ms. Gruver is the president ducted a student survey asking pieces for an art show that bepeople think about gins tomorrow in the A. A. Leof the University's Washington what most
mieux Library. "The show will
Gamma chapter of the national S.U.s engineeringdepartment.
small," he said, "with a few
engineering honor society.
Other chapters Offer such aids be
drawings and oils."
slide
tutoring
and
programs
chapter
belongs
The Gamma
as
The showing, in the three disto the national engineering hon- rule classes. This past year, the
or society, Tau Beta Pi. The As- University of Maryland devel- play cases on the second and
of the Library, will
sociation bases its membership oped a telesight. The telesight fhird floors
until
visualcontinue
the end of the
enlargesprint
and
exemso
that
ability
the
on scholastic
plary character. The upper fifth ly handicappedare able to read. quarter.

To help bridge gap

Approval of new degree awaited
The generation gap is most

controversial, but who will help

bridge the gap between the able

and the disabled?
If approved, a baccalaureate
of arts degree in rehabilitation
services will be offered winter
quarter, Dr. Ekkehard T.
Petring,planning director of the
Rehabilitation Program, announced yesterday.
THE PROGRAM must meet
the approval of the academic
planning committee, the Academic Council and the Board of
Trustees. They willmeet Dec. 4.
Students will be trained to
deal with physiologically or psychologically disabled persons.
As specialists, they will help the
handicapped to reach a level of

maximum functioning capacity,
resulting in possible employment.
The first of its kind in the
Pacific Northwest, the program
attempts to fill the "gap" in
need of people who are qualified
to work directly with disabled

ing are conducted primarily on
a graduate level.
"Persons with advanced degrees are vested more and more
with administrative responsibilities," Dr. Petring said. He
stressed the need for prepared
undergraduates to deal with the
handicapped, primarily on a
one-to-one basis.
In addition to the core
courses, rehabilitation studies
will focus in part on techniques
of job placement, client-work
evaluation and the psychological
and medical aspects of disability.
AT PRESENT, it is planned
that student rehabilitation specialists will be required to devote 50-credit hours to field experience.

When you've

got

"Functioning essentially as an
employee, the student has an
opportunity to integrate and apply classroom knowledge with
life experiencein the field," Dr.
Petring said. "Students will
know what it means to work
with these people."
Under the directionof Dr. Petring, a variety of individuals
from four states (Alaska, Idaho,
Oregon and Washington), as
well as a seven-member oncampus committee and an eightmember community advisory
committee helped to plan the
program.
The program has been funded
for four years and is operating
on a $63,853 grant from the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).

a thirst, there's no better place than

Newsbriefs
memorial program slated
"Remembrances of Rolando—The Man/The Poet" will be a
memorial program for Rolando Colona, former S.U. student. Sponsored by the Dance Department of Black Arts/West, the memorial
will be Nov. 19 at 3 p.m. at the Firehouse Studio, 722 18th Aye. The
University community is invited to attend the event which will reflect the life of Colona.
Further information about the memorial can be obtained by
calling

another flick to see
THEMIKADO, directed by Stuart Burge, will be shown Sunday
evening at 8 p.m. inPigott Auditorium. The movie is about a Japanese trade exhibit that opened in London in the late 1800's. There
will be a 65 cents admission charge for the movie which is said to
be satirical attack on British culture.

the return of happy hour
Happy Hours will become a weekly event at S.U.
The first is scheduled for tomorrow from 2-4 p.m. in the Tabard
Inn at the Chieftain. Sponsoredby the ASSU, the Happy Hours will
be every Friday afternoon until the end of the quarter.
The cost is either 50 cents at the door or 10 cents per glass.

'day of recollection'
A Day of Recollection, a retreat for faculty and students, will
be conducted by Fr. Francis J. Lindekugel, S.J., theology professor, Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the 12th floor lounge of
Campion Tower.
The theme of the retreat will be "The Three Contemplative
Powers—Faith, Hope and Love."
t
Interested students and faculty may sign up in the chaplain s
office, Pigott 301.

.

committee heads needed

Committee chairmen are needed for the 1973 S.U. Homecoming
activities which will occur in February. Interested persons can
sign-up for committees at the ASSU office located on the second
floor of the Chieftain. Artists, dramatists and committee workers
are needed to promote the annual event.

evaluation corrected

The teacher evaluation, taken last year, has once again been
placedin the A A. Lemieux Library with the correct percentages.
The evaluation was revised after the statistical ratings were
found to be inaccurate.
Students interested in viewing the results may do so by inquiring at the reference desk for them.

.

federal service exams
Seniors interested in federal service jobs are urged to take
the Federal Service Entrance Exam as soon as possible.
The exams are given the third Saturday of every month with
the exceptions of August, September and December.
Information and applications may be obtained at the Alumni
office, Financial Aid office, School of Business, or the Minority Affairs office.

TODAY

Young Democrats: 1 p.m.
meeting in A. A. Lemieux Library room 107.
Spectator: 1 p.m. staff meeting in the third floor newsroom
of the Spec/Aegis building.
French in France Institute:
7:30 p.m. Grenoble Night in the
Chez Moi of Bellarmine Hall.
Chess Tourney: 8 p.m. in the
Chieftain Lounge.
Bellarmine Dorm Council:
9:30 p.m. meeting in the Bellarmine Conference Room.

- -

features John kauffman

"The Speakeasy," a dialog coffee house located at 1821 E.
Aloha will feature John Kauffman, a well known actor, tomorrow
night "The Speakeasy" offers an opportunity to listen, discuss,
agree or object to different points of view about contemporary issues. Doors open at 8 p.m. and admission is $1.
speakeasy

the action's at the

cellar

clients and who understand the
rehabilitation process.
PRESENTLY,concentrated
studies in rehabilitation counsel-

Spectrum
of events

442-0251.

tavern
so come on down

530 Broadway

i.p. Please

1413 14 th Avenue

GEORGE'S Tops 24 Restaurant
at 9th & Madison

Classified ads

PROUDLY PRESENTS

— Sun., 6:30

"THE PLATANIAS TRIO"
Nightly Tues.-Sat., 8:30 to 1 :45

to I1:45

GEORGE'S TOPS 24
Restaurant
— Free Parking at Bth & Madison
MA 3-6333

SUNDAY
Hiyu Coolee: 8:30 p.m. leave
Bellarmine parking lot for Huckleberry Mt. Consult LA bulletin board for further informa"We Repair All Makes"
tion.
MONDAY
BODY WORK
MOTOR WORK
SWANS: Noon general meeting in LA 122.
PAINTING
BRAKES
Activities Board: 2:30 p.m.
meeting for all club presidents
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
in the Chieftain Conference
quarfor
next
Calendar
Room.
1130 Broadway
ter will be planned.
EA 4-6050
meetingin
Ski Club: 7:30 p.m.
EA 4-6050
the Library auditorium.
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SHERIFF & THOMPSON

FUTURE CPA'i learn how to pr«P"e
for the CPA exam. BECKER CPA
REVIEW COURSE Call collect: 6828000

APARTMENT manager for imill
building on Capitol Hill. Handy, reliable couple. Rent reduction. Write
2520 S.W. 87th Aye. Portland. Ore.
97225'
Industrial Design Draftsman. For appointment call Art Clubb collect
659-6ZZ6.

FURNISHED bachelor apt«. near
s y « 55 utilities included. EA 4-

...." .

-

mwtm

ST. PAUL " ARCADIA
EXCELLENT location, walking diitance to S.U., spacious well furnished 2-3 bdrm. apts., suitable groups,
$135-$ISO. Singles from $35. EA

5-O2J2L

GIRL to share large furnished Capitol Hill apt. $125. EA 3-5028 eves,

,,

par|(ing

choo| MU 2-5376.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. Two
■■■■■(■■^^^■■^■i^B.blocks from S.U. $55 plus light, and
EA 3-4263 after 6 p.m. weekCOMPONENT Stereo: IVT^ki
AM-FM re- 9«»,_J_
ceiver, BSR automatic turnable, and
all direction circular speakers Like
_ .. Ads
Classified
Results
,_,Get
new condition. $120. EA 2-8900.
xoe«
Ca ©26-6853
Stereo Hut.
Acrojj

"

